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CAPITAL CASE 

I. Question Presented 

Whether defense counsel in a death penalty trial provided effective 

assistance where that counsel failed thoroughly to prepare to cross-examine 

foreseeable prosecution experts and failed to present all available evidence to 

contradict the prosecution’s theory of the case.  
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V. Basis for Jurisdiction 

 Petitioner seeks review of the Oregon Supreme Court Order Denying 

Review of an Oregon Court of Appeals decision affirming in part and denying in 

part Petitioner’s claims for post-conviction relief.  The Order Denying Review 

was entered on June 7, 2018. 

 Jurisdiction to review is conferred by 28 U.S.C.A. § 1257. 

VI. Statement of the Case 

On May 14, 1999, Petitioner, Jeffery Dana Sparks, was convicted in 

Yamhill County Circuit Court of fifteen counts of aggravated murder, and was 

sentenced to death on each count. (State v. Jeffery Dana Sparks, Yamhill County 

Circuit Court No. CR98326).  The Judgment of Conviction and Sentence of Death 

of Death was entered on September 1, 1999.  

Petitioner was subjected to substantial denials of his right to the adequate 

and effective assistance of counsel during the pre-trial, trial, and penalty phases 

of that case.  

The Oregon Supreme Court conducted automatic direct review and 

affirmed the convictions and sentences. (State v. Sparks, 336 Or. 298, 83 P.3d 

304 (2004).) 

 On January 24, 2004, Petitioner timely filed his Petition for Post-

Conviction Relief (Sparks v. Belleque1, Marion County Case No. 07C11052). In 

that post-conviction proceeding Petitioner raised claims of ineffective assistance 

of counsel pertaining to both phases of the capital trial. 

																																																													
1 At the time Petitioner filed his Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, Brian Belleque was the 
Superintendent of the Oregon State Penitentiary. Later, when Jeff Premo became 
Superintendent, he was substituted as the Defendant. 
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 The post-conviction trial court conducted a hearing from April 11, 2011, to 

April 14, 2011. On April 3, 2012, the trial court granted judgment in favor of 

Petitioner as to his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel during penalty 

phase, but denying relief as to all other claims. 

Petitioner and Defendant timely appealed to the Oregon Court of Appeals. 

In the Oregon Court of Appeals, Petitioner argues that the Court of 

Appeals should utilize the analytical framework of Rompilla v. Beard, 545 U.S. 

374, 125 S.Ct. 2456, 162 L.Ed.2d 360 (2005). 

 Rompilla was a case in which there was “no question that defense counsel 

were on notice” that: 

Counsel knew that the Commonwealth intended to seek the death 
penalty by proving Rompilla had a significant history of felony 
convictions indicating the use or threat of violence, an aggravator 
under state law. Counsel further knew that the Commonwealth 
would attempt to establish this history by proving Rompilla’s prior 
conviction for rape and assault, and would emphasize his violent 
character by introducing a transcript of the rape victim’s testimony 
given in that earlier trial. 

 

Rompilla, 545 U.S. @ 383. 

 It was also clear that defense counsel failed to act: “It is clear, however, 

that defense counsel did not look at any part of that file, including the 

transcript, until warned by the prosecution a second time.” Rompilla, 545 U.S. @ 

384. 

 This mattered because: 

If the defense lawyers had looked in the file on Rompilla’s prior 
conviction, it is uncontested they would have found a range of 
mitigation leads that no other source had opened up. 
 

Rompilla, 545 U.S. @ 383. 
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 In Rompilla the failure of counsel occurred through: 

• Notice to counsel that an issue was important. (In Rompilla, the 

information that the prosecution was going to rely on the prior conviction.) 

• Failure to act until it was too late. (In Rompilla, the failure timely to 

examine the file relating to the prior conviction, which contained 

important mitigation leads.) 

In this case as in Rompilla, trial counsel was on notice: that, pre-trial, the 

prosecution saw itself as having relatively little physical evidence and that the 

prosecution saw a Band-Aid as being significant. (Page 4 of Petitioner’s Opening 

Brief in the Oregon Court of Appeals.) 

 In this case, as in Rompilla, trial counsel failed to take appropriate action. 

 First, trial counsel failed to hire a forensic pathologist.  (Post-Conviction 

Trial Ex. 47, pp. 32, 73): 

Well, there -- on looking back at it now, I probably should have 
retained a pathologist. I thought the cause of death was pretty 
well determined. And I did some checking around on an informal 
basis to ascertain that I wasn't -- that I didn't have enough material 
to tie down the time of her death, and, therefore, I did not have 
a pathologist look at her. And I will concede that with hindsight 
that I maybe should have. 
 

(Post-Conviction Trial Ex. 47, p. 32.) 

 Second, while trial counsel did belatedly hire a forensic scientist to review 

the case and some of the evidence involved, when she developed opinions 

consistent with trial counsel’s theory of the case, they failed to call her as a 

witness. 
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 As a result of counsel’s failures, they deprived themselves of the 

possibility of producing evidence in the Petitioner’s favor, and of rebutting the 

arguments of the prosecution in its closing argument.  The jury was left with: 

To consider that somebody else came into Sparks' bedroom and 
picked up the Band-Aid directly or indirectly is as about as fanciful 
as assuming that Sparks threw it on the ground outside of his 
trailer, a bird came down and picked it up, flew it down to the body 
and tucked it neatly under her skin. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, beyond a reasonable doubt is not disproven 
all fanciful conjecture. It is not to a mathematical and absolute 
certainty. It is you are satisfied the evidence shows one result in 
this case, and there is only one that the evidence points to. 
 
The Defendant left that Band-Aid at that body while he was 
murdering. Nobody else had the opportunity.  Nobody else had the 
motive. Nobody else had the reason. And there's no other 
reasonable explanation for that Band-Aid being there. 

 

(Trial Tr., p. 1417, 3/24/99.) 

 With Ms. Cwiklik’s2 testimony, the jury could have heard a 

counterargument indicating that the Band-Aid had not fallen from Petitioner’s 

skin, because the fibers on it indicated it had been most recently on fabric.  That, 

taken with the failure to match those fibers with anything of the Petitioner’s, 

dramatically undermined the prosecutions theory of the significance of the Band-

Aid. (Post-Conviction Trial Ex. 45, pp. 17-9.) 

 Because trial counsel had notice of the Band-Aid significance, especially 

when there was little physical evidence to buttress the prosecution’s theory, and 

because trial counsel failed to take appropriate actions, and because trial 

																																																													
2 Ms. Cwiklik was the potential defense expert the defense failed to call.	
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counsel’s failings deprived Petitioner of significant evidence and arguments, the 

post-conviction court’s denial of guilt phase relief should be reversed. 

 In the instant case: 

• Relative to preparation for evidence to be presented by Dr. Lewman and 

other witnesses, trial counsel did nothing.  Trial counsel has admitted 

that looking back they probably should have hired a consulting forensic 

pathologist. 

• Relative to the Band-Aid, trial counsel did hire Chesterene Cwiklik.  

However, what trial counsel did with the information she presented to 

them was clearly inadequate.  They did not call her as a witness, despite 

the fact that she would have provided an alternative analysis of the 

crucial evidence. 

Again, because trial counsel had notice of the Band-Aid significance, especially 

when there was little physical evidence to buttress the prosecution’s theory, and 

because trial counsel failed to take appropriate actions, and because trial 

counsel’s failings deprived Petitioner of significant evidence and arguments, the 

post-conviction court’s denial of guilt phase relief should be reversed. 

The Court of Appeals affirmed via written opinion (Sparks v. Premo, 289 

Or. App. 159, 408 P.3d 276 (2017)). 

Petitioner timely petitioned for review to the Oregon Supreme Court. That 

Court denied review (Sparks v. Premo, 363 Or. 119, 421 P.3d 354 (2018)). 
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VII. Argument Amplifying the Reasons Relied on for Allowance of the 

Writ  

Petitioner here restates his position before the Oregon Supreme Court, 

with an appropriate modification by deleting references to Oregon constitutional 

provisions: 

This case involves the interpretation of two constitutional provisions, one 

Federal, and the other Oregon. The Federal provision is the Sixth Amendment 

standard that “In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right * * 

* to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defence.”  

This case involves the interpretation of an Oregon statute, ORS 

138.530(1)(a), in light of that constitutional provision. ORS 138.530(1) provides: 

(1) Post-conviction relief pursuant to ORS 138.510 to 138.680 shall 
be granted by the court when one or more of the following grounds 
is established by the petitioner: 
 
(a) A substantial denial in the proceedings resulting in petitioner's 
conviction, or in the appellate review thereof, of petitioner's rights 
under the Constitution of the United States, or under the 
Constitution of the State of Oregon, or both, and which denial 
rendered the conviction void[.] 
 
This case presents issues that arise often in the context of death penalty 

litigation. (Petitioner recognizes that such litigation is not a significant portion 

of the number of cases that arise. However, he submits that such cases draw 

significant attention and resources.) These issues are properly preserved, and 

the case is free from factual disputes or procedural obstacles that might prevent 

this Court from reaching the legal issues. 
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VIII. Prayer 

 Wherefore, Petitioner prays that this Honorable Court grant his Petition 

for Writ of Certiorari. 

Submitted September 1, 2018. 

 

      _______________________________________ 
      Michael Curtis 
      Attorney at Law 
      1631 NE Broadway, No. 142 
      Portland OR 97232 
      503.804.6594 
      MichaelCurtis@MichaelCurtisPDX.com 
 

Bert Dupré 
Attorney at Law 
4110 SE Hawthorne Blvd., # 276 
Portland OR 97214 
503.701.3188 
bert.dupre@gmail.com 
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D. Order Denying Review of the Oregon Supreme Court 
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